REQUEST FOR PCN INFORMATION - CIVIL ENFORCEMENT OF PARKING CONTRAVENTIONS.

BOLTON AVENUE WINDSOR SL4

1. The number of code 19 PCNs issued at this location from 01 OCT 2010 until present RESIDENTS PERMIT HOLDERS ONLY / 2 HR PARKING SPLIT BAY AT START OF BOLTON AVENUE. – 4 penalties (one was a duplicate so only 3)

2. The number of PCNs issued for all the parking areas in Bolton Avenue for the same period. – 98 penalties

3. The number of appeals allowed and rejected for the residents bay and the other 2 hour permitted bays for Bolton Avenue ie the number of PCNs cancelled after informal/formal representation. – 10 penalties challenged all together. One challenge for code 19, other 9 for other contraventions. Out of all appeals 4 penalties cancelled and 6 refused.

4. The number of challenges to Tribunal for Bolton Avenue and the results for the residents bay in particular. – for the period indicated only 1 challenge submitted to TPT, awaiting decision

5. The number of PCNs issued by CEO WM046 in Bolton Avenue for this period. – 24 penalties

6. When the restricted parking zones for Bolton Avenue were constructed and how often they have been maintained. The restrictions in Bolton Avenue were put in place pre 2008. The signs and lines are checked weekly.

7. The Boroughs planned future maintenance programme for maintenance of the parking signs in Bolton Avenue. The Councils Streetcare Department replaces worn lines and damaged or missing signs on an annual basis.

This concludes your request.

If you are unhappy with the information we have provided in response to your request please write to:

Information Management Team Manager
Royal Borough of Windsor & Maidenhead
Town Hall, St Ives Road
Maidenhead
SL6 1RF

or send an e-mail to martin.tubbs@rbwm.gov.uk

We are proud to be one of the leading authorities in England for consistently responding to information requests within the 20 working days set down by
statute. Information about our performance and summaries of requests received can be found on our website:

http://www.rbwm.gov.uk/web/foi_information_requests.htm

We are keen to hear about your experience with the Information Management Team here at the Royal Borough of Windsor & Maidenhead and look forward to receiving any comments you have about the way your information request was processed.

Please send any feedback to the Information Management Team Manager either by e-mail martin.tubbs@rbwm.gov.uk or in writing to the address above.

Yours sincerely

Ben Savage
Information Management Officer
Legal Department
Operations Directorate
Royal Borough of Windsor & Maidenhead
Town Hall, St.Ives Road
Maidenhead SL6 1RF